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Based on SNI 5015:2019, the estimation of coal resources is based on geological 
conditions, as well as the distance of information points for each geological condition 
and resource class. PT. AMNK is a coal mining company and has now started mining. 
The mines are divided into three blocks, north, middle, and south. Drilling activities have 
been carried out in the middle block, with 66 drilling points resulting in 4 main seams 
namely, H seam, I seam, J seam, and K seam. The average drill hole distance is 150 m. 
This type of coal deposit belongs to the moderate geological group characterized by the 
presence of a fault in the middle block. Further analysis of optimum drill hole distances 
is carried out as a basis for the estimation and classification of resources, which in 2024 
will be used as an exploration target for the southern block. Analysis of the optimum 
drill hole distance based on the "relative error" value using the GEV (Global Estimation 
Variance) method and the size of the sill variogram. Based on the analysis of the K seam, 
the optimum borehole distances were 385 m, 750 m, and 1750 m, measured, indicated, 
and inferred categories, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The mining materials, metal minerals (gold, nickel, silver, etc.), uranium, coal, and so on, are 
commodities that are mostly located in remote areas. Most of them exist in the depths of tens to 
hundreds of meters below the surface of the ground. Therefore, to find out the distribution and 
calculate the volume, we need the right method. 

Mining business, as Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Republic of 
Indonesia Number 26 of 2018 is the activities for the exploitation of minerals or coal. The exploitation 
includes general investigation, exploration, feasibility study, construction, mining, processing and/or 
refining, transportation and sales, and post-mining. Exploration, exploitation, and processing, are 
several stages that make the mining industry a high-cost business. 
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Exploration is an activity to obtain data for resource volume calculations (including reserves). This 
data obtains detailed information in many mines obtained from drilling results. The drilled material 
is then crushed and chemically tested to obtain information on its content, especially the grade used 
as a basis for issuing the classification of a commodity. 

The resource classification in this study is coal commodity, whose sample data is obtained from 
drilling. The distance between drill hole samples, as per SNI 5015:2019 [1], may be extended if 
technically supported by scientific studies, in this case, geostatistical analysis. The analytical method 
for determining drill hole spacing, Drill Hole Spacing Analysis (DHSA), as was used in this study [2]. 

Bertoli et al., [3] used Global Estimation Variance (GEV) on DHSA events. In his research, this 
method was compared with the Australian Coal Guidelines classification and the estimation of hole 
distance analysis based on a geostatistical approach. This approach leads to a level of certainty 
commensurate with the complexity of geology [3]. 
 
2. Materials and Method 
2.1 Data 
 

The sample data in this study were 66 drilling points in one of the middle seams of the four 
existing seams, namely, H-seam H, I-seam, J-seam J, and K-seam, owned by PT. Atha Marth Naha 
Kramo, where the average drill hole distance is 150 m.  

The drilling depth is quite varied, where the average is 90.67 m, with the most bottomless drill 
hole, 134.32 m, and the shallowest 36, 01 m. This area is a moderate geological group, one 
characterized by the finding of fault indications. Map of drill hole distribution coordinates as shown 
in Figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Drill hole distribution map 
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2.2 Statistics 
 

Analysis of the average statistical parameters, minimum, maximum, variance, standard deviation, 
and coefficient of variance (CoV) of the samples was carried out on the thickness, ash content, and 
calorific value of the coal as in Table1. K-Seam, with a thickness of 6.95 m, has an average ash content 
of 2.22% and a coefficient of variation (CoV). This measure describes the relative variability to an 
average grade of 0.10. 

 
 Table 1 
 Statistical analysis result for the K-Seam 
Variable Min Max Count Mean Std. Dev. CoV Skewness 

Thickness 4.26 6.69 66 5.29 0.54 0.10 0.30 
Ash 1.90 2.80 27 2.22 0.23 0.10 1.08 
Total Sulphur 0.07 0.19 27 0.11 0.02 0.18 1.24 
CV 5220 5969 27 5593 171.04 0.03 -0.22 

 
Dominy et al., and Fytas et al., said that the data distribution is still in the normal category for 

CoV, which is less than 1.5 [4,5]. As in Table 1 column 7, all CoV values are below 1.5. Therefore, 
neither top cut nor downgrade is necessary, and the resulting variogram values are acceptable [4,5]. 
Cambardella index (CI) as expressed in Eq. (1) is a parameter that describes strong spatial 
dependencies and slight erratic variance if CI < 0.25; 0.25 < CI < 0.75 means moderate spatial 
dependency; whereas for CI > 0.75, the spatial distribution is random [6]. The other three variables, 
thickness, total sulfur, and CV (calorific value), as shown in Table 1, are also normally distributed. The 
distribution of the data is good enough that it does not need to be verified. 

 

CI(%) = (
C0

C0+C1
) × 100              (1) 

 
with C0 is a nugget effect and (C0+C1) is a sill. 
 
2.3 Variogram 
 

Geostatistics is a statistical method for spatial phenomena whose dependencies between data 
are measured using a variogram. The parameters resulting from the variogram fitting, namely 
nuggets, sills, and ranges, then become the basis for kriging for estimating areas where data has not 
yet been obtained [7]. The variogram shows the variability between two data separated by distance 
in an area [8]. Variograms are applied to see the variability between two data separated by distance 
in an area [8]. The variogram is a vector relationship h = si – sj or a distance relationship with a 
direction angle h = (L, θ), where L is the lag. The experimental variogram formula as shown in Ref. [9] 
is 
 

𝛾(ℎ) =
1

2|𝑁(ℎ)|
∑ [𝑍(s𝑖) − 𝑍(s𝑗)]

2
𝑁(ℎ)                       (2) 

 
where h represents the distance between samples, si as the price (data) at point i, and sj is data at 
point h from point i. 

Variogram fittings were run on all K seam coal quality data with azimuth direction N 00E, dip 00 
and tolerance 900 (omni directional) using spherical model. 
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𝛾(h) 

=

{
 
 

 
 
0,                                                                    

𝐶0 + 𝐶1 (
3

2
(
|h|

𝑎
) −

1

2
(
|h|

𝑎
)

3

),                  

𝐶0 + 𝐶1,                                                         

 

h=0 
0<h≤ a 
|h|>0. 

(3) 

 
Block ordinary kriging for the mean estimated by Ref. [10] is 
 

Ẑ(𝑣) =
1

𝑛(𝐬0𝑖)
∑ Z(𝐬0𝑖)𝑖∈𝐬0𝑖

, 𝐬0𝑖 ∈ 𝑣.             (4) 

 
Z(s0i), (i=1, …, n) are the estimated points in block v where 

 
Z(𝐬0𝑖) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖Z(𝐬𝑖), 𝐬𝑖 ∈ 𝑉.

𝑛
𝑖=1              (5) 

 
The maximum distance parameter used as a practical is 3000 m with the lag distance adjusting to 

the distribution of the data. The average drilling distance is 150 m. SGemS software data processing 
used here. The results of the variogram fitting, here Eq. (2) fitted by Eq. (3), as in Table 2 are for each 
parameter to be a determinant of the success of the spatial analysis.  
 

Table 2 
Variogram parameters of the seam k based on spherical fittings 
Variable Nugget variance 

(C0) 
Sill (C) Range (a) Coefficient of 

variation (CoV) 
Cambardella 
index (CI) 

Thickness 0,100 0,270 1275 0.10 0.270 
Ash 0,040 0,019 600 0.10 0.678 
Total sulphur (TS) 0,0004 0,00027 825 0.22 0.597 
CV 0,0000 32200 450 0.03 0 

 
2.4 Borehole Distance Optimization 
 

DHSA drill hole spacing optimized based on Bertoli et al., [3] Determining the optimum drill hole 
spacing for coal deposits is then compared to the SNI 5015: 2019 guidelines. The drill hole distance 
will be optimal if we take it from the smallest optimal distance obtained from each approach which 
we will later use as the basis for further exploration plans. 
 
2.5 Bertoli Criteria 
 

GEV is a resource classification method based on relative error values introduced by Bertoli et al., 
[3]. The Relative Error value is then plotted onto a graph to determine the optimum drill hole 
distance. The steps carried out by Ref. [11] are to find the value of the extension/estimated variance 
(𝜎𝑘
2) point to block for the spherical model where the nugget variance value, 0 and sill value, 1 by 

plotting on the spherical model (Eq. (3)) diagram as shown in Ref. [12]. The calculation of the variance 
of the point estimate of the plane, 𝜎𝑒

2(𝑟), is carried out by adjusting the nugget variance and sill of 
each parameter where 
 

σe
2(r) = C0 + (C ∗ σk

2)             (6) 
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The global estimated variance value  𝜎𝑒
2(𝑅) from dividing the estimated variance value over the 

number of blocks (N) is 
 
σe
2(R) = σe

2(r)/N             (7) 
 

A calculation of the relative error value based on 
 
Relative Error = ±1.96 σe×100%/mean            (8) 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Optimization of Borehole Spacing 
 

Based on Table 2 column six, the Cambardella index (Eq. (1)) values for the three variables are 
thickness, ash, and total sulphur are in the interval of 0.25 – 0.75, which means that the spatial 
dependencies are in the moderate category [13]. However, as in column five, all variables produce 
fewer CoV values than 0.5. There is no need for a top cut or downgrade, and the resulting variogram 
is acceptable. 

Bertoli based on the GEV method as a whole take into the account of grades variation at close 
range from the value of the nugget effect, the spatial homogeneity and continuity indicated by the 
range, and the size of the study area. This approach also considers the population and the variation 
of the grade data represented by the mean grade and the variance by which the sill values 
approximate the variance. 

The GEV calculation starts from the mean value based on the statistical analysis results for each 
parameter. The h and l values are the distances between the drill holes added up in multiples of 150 
based on the average value of the drill hole distances in the study area assuming h and l are of the 
same area. The difference between the maximum and minimum coordinates is divided by the drill 
hole distance, and the value of N is the product of the maximum and minimum values multiplied. The 
extension/estimation variant is the result of reading the drill hole distance/range (a) on the diagram 
(nomogram) for the spherical model [12]. 

A calculation of the variance of the point estimate over fields (𝜎𝑒
2(𝑅)) and the global estimate 

variance is the ratio between the value of the point estimate variance against the number of fields 
and the amount of N data. The relative error value is obtained by multiplying the confidence level 
with a constant of 1.96 and the standard deviation divided by the mean. This value is the relative 
error for every multiple of the drill hole distance of 150 meters. Making a drill hole distance chart is 
done by reading the value of the drill hole distance and the relative error value of the coal quality 
and thickness variables. The line drawing for drill hole spacing is based on Bertoli et al., [3], is to read 
the distance to the relative error value when it reaches a value of 10% (measured resource category), 
a value of 20% for indicated resources, and 50% for the inferred resource category (Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2. Determination of the optimum drill hole spacing based on the relative error of Bertoli 
et al., [3] on K-Seam  

 
Based on the stages of calculations made and through reading an analytical chart, it is possible to 

obtain the optimum drill hole distances for the measured, indicated, and inferred resources on K-
seam, respectively, 385 m, 750 m, and 1750 m. 
 
3.2 Optimum Borehole Spacing 
 

The optimum borehole spacing for coal deposits in the study area was determined based on the 
Bertoli et al., [3] criteria used the relative error value of the GEV method. The results obtained for 
the calculation of drill hole spacing analysis are shown in Table 3. Using the GEV approach on seam K 
for the measured, indicated, and inferred categories are 385 m, 750 m, and 1750 m, respectively. The 
results of this approach are compared with the SNI 5015:2019 guidelines. A comparison of the results 
of the optimization approach to drill hole spacing with SNI 5015:2019 can be seen in Table 3. 

The determination of drill hole spacing based on SNI 5015: 2019 guidelines is also based on 
geological complexity with several sedimentation parameters, tectonics, and variations in coal 
quality. The research area is included in a group of moderate geological conditions characterized by 
quite varied thicknesses, the existence of branching for several coal seams, with faults from the 
tectonic aspect, and varying quality. 
 

Table 3 
Comparison of the results of the optimization approach to the distance of the K-Seam drill holes based on 
SNI 5015:2019 
No Borehole spacing optimization approach Optimum distance 

Measured Indicated Inferred 

1 Global estimation variance (measured 10%, indicated 20%, inferred 50%) 385 750 1750 
2 SNI 5015:2019 (geological moderate) 250 500 1000 

 
The GEV approach considers the population and variation of coal quality data based on sill values 

(C0+C) as values that are close to the variance. The GEV method also uses the nugget effect (C0), 
meaning variations in levels at close range are also considered. The optimum drill hole distance is 
385 m for the measured category, 750 m for the indicated category, and 1750 m for the inferred 
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category. These results are expected to be used to determine the distance of drill holes for further 
exploration activities in the broader area. 

The distribution of 75 m × 75 m block contour of kriging and kriging variance estimation is as 
shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Contour of 75 M × 75 M Block a) Kriging estimation 
and b) variance Kriging estimation for Ash of K-Seam 

 
4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

An optimization of borehole spacing on Seam K through the GEV approach where the resulting 
parameters are based on the criteria of Bertoli, 385 m, 750 m, and 1750 m respectively, for the 
category of measured, indicated, and inferred resources. Optimum drill hole spacing based on this 
approach refers to drill hole spacing simulations for regions globally to represent a wider follow-up 
exploration area in the study area. 

The author's hope, as well as a suggestion, is that, in the future, method development can be 
carried out to obtain more accurate calculations related to determining the optimum drill hole 
distance so that mining exploration costs can be reduced. 
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